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Blackpink (Korean: 블랙핑크; normally adapted as 

BLACKPINK or BLΛƆKPIИK) is a South Korean 

young lady bunch shaped by YG Entertainment, 

comprising of individuals Jisoo, Jennie, Rosé and 

Lisa. The gathering appeared in August 2016 with 

their single collection Square One, which highlighted 

"Whistle" and "Boombayah", their first number-one 

passages on South Korea's Gaon Digital Chart and the 

Billboard World Digital Song Sales outline, 

separately. Blackpink is the most elevated 

diagramming female Korean follow up on the 

Billboard Hot 100, topping at number 13 with "Frozen 

yogurt" (2020), and on the Billboard 200, cresting at 

number two with The Album (2020), which is likewise 

the very first collection by a Korean young lady 

gathering to sell more than 1,000,000 copies. They 

were the primary Korean young lady gathering to enter 

and top Billboard's Emerging Artists outline and to top 

the Billboard World Digital Song Sales graph three 

times. Blackpink was additionally the main female 

Korean demonstration to get a confirmation from the 

Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) 

with their hit single "Ddu-Du Ddu-Du" (2018), whose 

music video is right now the most-saw by a Korean 

gathering on YouTube. Their 2018 tune "Bury the 

hatchet", a joint effort with Dua Lipa, was the first by 

a Korean gathering to get an accreditation from the 

British Phonographic Industry (BPI) and a platinum 

certificate from the Australian Recording Industry 

Association (ARIA). 

Blackpink has broken various internet-based records 

all through their vocation. Their music recordings for 

"Kill This Love" (2019) and "How You Like That" 

(2020) each set standards for the most-saw music 

video inside the initial 24 hours of delivery, with the 

last breaking three and setting two Guinness World 

Records. They are the primary music gathering and 

Korean demonstration to have four music recordings 

aggregate one billion perspectives each on YouTube; 

the most-bought in music follow up on the stage; and 

the most-followed young lady bunch on Spotify, with 

more than 20 million supporters as of March 

2021.Their different honours incorporate the New 

Artist of the Year Award at the 31st Golden Disk 

Awards and the 26th Seoul Music Awards, the Mnet 

Asian Music Award for Best Female Group in 2020, 

the principal MTV Music Video Award won by a 

Korean young lady group, and acknowledgment as the 

main female Korean gathering on Forbes' 30 Under 30 

Asia. They have been perceived by Forbes Korea as 

one of the most impressive VIPs in South Korea, 

putting first in 2019, third in 2020, and second in 2021. 

In January 2021, Blackpink was credited by South 

Korea's President Moon Jae-in for spreading K-pop 

substance across the globe and recognized them as a 

worldwide K-pop phenomenon. 

Blackpink started shaping when YG Entertainment 

held try-outs worldwide for youngster or teen enlisted 

people to make another young lady bunch subsequent 

to dispatching its first significant young lady bunch, 

2NE1, in 2009. As indicated by the individuals, 

joining the name as learners was like taking a crack at 

a full-time pop-star institute, with Jennie portraying 

the experience as "more severe than school" and Rosé 

contrasting it with The X Factor with apartments. For 

individuals who had left their lives outside of South 

Korea, the speed of preparing close by the way of life 

shock was particularly difficult. Preparations for 

Blackpink's introduction started as ahead of schedule 

as 2011, when YG Entertainment uncovered on 

November 14 that their new young lady gathering 

would make a big appearance in the early 50% of 2012 

and component somewhere around seven members. 

Since then, at that point, various news and bits of 

hearsay surfaced encompassing the new young lady 

gathering's presentation being postponed, despite the 

fact that there had been no authority information. It 

was uniquely until May 18, 2016, that YG 

Entertainment affirmed the young lady gathering 

would make a big appearance that July, expressing that 

the individuals were chosen through long periods of 

hardened competition. The mark later affirmed that 
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Jang Hanna and Moon Sua, who were acquainted with 

the general population as likely individuals from the 

new young lady bunch, were excluded from the lineup. 

Jennie was the principal bunch part uncovered, on 

June 1. She joined YG Entertainment as a student in 

2010 subsequent to moving back to South Korea from 

New Zealand. She had been acquainted with people in 

general without precedent for 2012 in a photograph 

named "Who's that young lady?" on YG 

Entertainment's site on April 10.Jennie kept on being 

advanced as an individual from the new young lady 

bunch through different joint efforts: she featured in 

G-Dragon's 2012 music video for "That XX" from his 

One of a Kind EP and included in the tune "Dark" from 

his 2013 collection Coup d'etat (2013) and Lee Hi's 

tune "Extraordinary" from her collection First Love 

(2013). Lisa was uncovered as the new young lady 

gathering's second part on June 8, 2016.She was the 

main person among 4,000 candidates to pass the 2010 

YG Entertainment try out in her local Thailand and 

turned into the mark's first unfamiliar learner in 2011. 

She was first presented in 2012 in a video that was 

posted on YG Entertainment's YouTube channel, 

named "Who's That Girl???". Lisa likewise showed up 

in the music video for Taeyang's "Ringa Linga" in 

2013. She turned into a representative for road wear 

brand Nona9on in 2015 and beauty care products 

brand Moonshot in 2016. 

On June 15, Jisoo was uncovered to be the new 

gathering's third part. She joined YG Entertainment as 

a student in July 2011 and showed up in a few 

commercials and music recordings in her pre-debut 

years, including "Spoiler + Happy Ending" (2014) 

from Epik High's studio collection Shoebox and Hi 

Suhyun's music video "I'm Different" (2014). She 

likewise showed up in 2015 dramatization The 

Producers. Rosé was the last part to be uncovered, on 

June 22, 2016. She positioned first among 700 

candidates in the 2012 YG Entertainment try out in 

Australia, after which she marked a student contract 

with the name and moved to Seoul to start training. 

She highlighted in G-Dragon's track "Without You" 

(2012) from One of a Kind, credited as "? from YG 

New Girl Group" until her authority public 

introduction.  

On June 29, YG Entertainment affirmed that the new 

young lady gathering would have four individuals 

rather than the initially arranged nine and uncovered 

its authority name as Blackpink. According to a mark 

delegate, the gathering's name signified "pretty isn't all 

that matters" and represented that "they are a group 

that incorporates magnificence, yet in addition 

extraordinary talent." Jisoo later unveiled in a 

question-and-answer session that other gathering 

names viable included Pink Punk, Baby Monster, and 

Magnum. Blackpink delivered their first dance 

practice video on July 6, which earned a lot of public 

attention. On July 29, YG Entertainment affirmed that 

Blackpink's introduction would be on August 8, 

2016.Blackpink performing "Behaving recklessly" at 

the eighth Melon Music Awards on November 29, 

2016  

Advancements for their introduction started in the 

primary seven day stretch of August 2016 with the 

arrival of secret pictures, recordings, and 

advertisements. The main young lady gathering to 

make a big appearance under YG Entertainment in 

seven years, Blackpink delivered their presentation 

single collection, Square One, on August 8, 2016, 

comprising of tracks "Boombayah" and "Whistle”. 

They diagrammed at number one and two on the 

Billboard World Digital Song Sales graph, making 

Blackpink the quickest demonstration to accomplish 

such an accomplishment and the third Korean 

craftsman to stand firm on the best two footings all the 

while, after name mates Psy and Big Bang. "Whistle" 

immediately beat the Gaon computerized, download, 

streaming, and portable charts. The gathering likewise 

arrived at number one on the week after week, fame, 

music video, and K-popular music video outlines of 

China's greatest music-web-based feature, QQ Music. 

Blackpink's first music show execution circulated on 

August 14, 2016, on SBS's Inkigayo. They won ahead 

of all comers on Inkigayo thirteen days after their 

introduction, breaking the record for the briefest time 

for a young lady gathering to win on a music program 

after debut. They wrapped up advancements for 

Square One on September 11, 2016, with one more 

win on Inkigayo.  

Blackpink delivered their second single collection, 

Square Two, comprising of tracks "Behaving 

recklessly" and "Stay", on November 1, 2016. The 

gathering started their advancements on Inkigayo on 

November 6 and on Mnet's M Countdown on 

November 10."Behaving recklessly" was Blackpink's 

subsequent single to arrive at number one on the 

Billboard World Digital Song Sales graph and the 

principal K-pop young lady bunch tune to outline on 
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the Canadian Hot 100.In South Korea, "Behaving 

recklessly" topped at number three while "Stay" set in 

the top ten. Blackpink's business accomplishment in 

their initial five months acquired them a few newbie 

grants at significant Korean year-end music grant 

shows, including the Asia Artist Awards, Melon 

Music Awards, Golden Disk Awards, Seoul Music 

Awards, [and Gaon Chart Music Awards. 

Additionally, Billboard named them one of the most 

incredible new K-pop gatherings of 2016.Blackpink 

performing "As though It's Your Last" at the Korea 

Music Festival held in Gocheok Sky Dome, Seoul on 

October 1, 2017.  

On January 17, 2017, Blackpink uncovered the name 

of their fan club—"Squint", a portmanteau of "dark" 

and "pink”. On June 22, the gathering delivered their 

first independent computerized single, "As though It's 

Your Last". It was portrayed as a "blended class of 

music" and a difference in strong from their past 

releases. The tune appeared at number one on 

Billboard's World Digital Song Sales diagram one day 

after discharge, making it their third number-one hit 

on the chart. The music video for the melody later 

proceeded to break the record for the most-preferred 

music video by a Korean young lady bunch on 

YouTube just as the most-saw K-popular gathering 

music video in the initial 24 hours of release. On July 

20, 2017, Blackpink held a feature at Nippon Budokan 

in Tokyo, which was gone to by in excess of 14,000 

individuals, with upwards of 200,000 individuals 

endeavouring to buy tickets. The gathering made their 

Japanese introduction on August 30, 2017, with the 

arrival of a self-named Japanese expanded play that 

included Japanese adaptations of their past singles. 

The EP appeared and crested at the highest point of the 

Oricon Albums Chart. Blackpink positioned among 

YouTube's Global Top 25 Songs of the Summer for 

2017 with "As though It's Your Last". 

On January 6, 2018, Blackpink delivered the main 

scene of their first unscripted TV drama Blackpink 

House, which contained 12 scenes delivered all 

through 2018 after the four individuals going through 

100 days of get-away as they moved into their new 

residence, by means of their authority V Live and 

YouTube channels. On March 28, Blackpink re-

delivered their presentation Japanese EP under the 

name Re:Blackpink. The computerized adaptation 

incorporated similar tunes as the first delivery, while 

the actual form incorporated a DVD containing all 

music recordings and six tunes in the Korean 

language. Blackpink at Seoul Music Awards in 2018 

On June 15, 2018, the gathering delivered their first 

Korean-language EP, named Square Up. The lead 

single, "Ddu-Du Ddu-Du", appeared at number 17 on 

the Official Trending Chart in the United Kingdom, 

making them the main female K-pop gathering to enter 

the diagram since its dispatch in 2016.The single 

likewise appeared at number 55 on the Billboard Hot 

100, with 12.4 million U.S. streams and 7,000 

downloads in the following week finishing June 21, 

2018, making Blackpink the most elevated graphing 

Korean young lady bunch on the chart. The single 

likewise appeared at number 39 on the U.S. Streaming 

Songs graph, making Blackpink turned into the 

primary K-pop young lady gathering to enter the chart. 

Square Up additionally brought the gathering their 

first section and the most elevated diagramming 

collection by an all-female K-pop gathering at the hour 

of its delivery on the Billboard 200, appearing at 

number 40 with 14,000 identical units. The EP 

likewise bested the Billboard World Albums chart. In 

South Korea, Square Up appeared at number one on 

Gaon Albums Chart. "Ddu-Du Ddu-Du" crested at 

number one on the advanced, download, streaming, 

and portable outlines on Gaon in its subsequent week, 

while "Perpetually Young" topped at number two. 

YouTube's true count saw the music video for "Ddu-

Du Ddu-Du" accumulate an aggregate of 36.2 million 

perspectives inside 24 hours after its delivery, making 

it the most-saw online video in the initial 24 hours by 

a Korean demonstration and the second most-watched 

music video ever in initial 24 hours of delivery at that 

time. Blackpink going to a fansign occasion for Square 

Upheld at the AK Plaza in Bundang, June 24, 2018 

Blackpink left on their sold-out first Japan visit, 

Blackpink Arena Tour 2018, in Osaka from July 24 to 

25 to advance their Japanese EP. The visit was at first 

set for six shows all through Osaka, Fukuoka and 

Chiba, however an extra show in Chiba was added due 

to overpowering demand. A last stop of the visit was 

subsequently added for December 24 at Kyocera 

Dome Osaka as a Christmas present for fans, where 

they performed to a sold-out horde of 50,000. On 

September 12, it was reported that the gathering would 

hold their first show in Seoul, Blackpink 2018 Tour [In 

Your Area] Seoul x BC Card, at the Olympic 

Gymnastics Arena. The show was the first of the In 

Your Area World Tour, which proceeded all through 
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2019 and mid 2020 in North America, Europe, 

Oceania and Asia. The visit at last turned into the most 

noteworthy netting visit by a Korean young lady 

bunch before the finish of its run. On October 19, 

English vocalist Dua Lipa delivered "Bury the 

hatchet" with Blackpink, another track on the re-

delivered release of her self-named debut album. 

"Forgive and forget" appeared at number 93 on the 

Billboard Hot 100, denoting Blackpink's second 

section in the diagram and making them the main 

Korean young lady gathering to score various passages 

on the chart. The tune likewise turned into their second 

section in the UK Singles Chart, topping at number 36, 

and their first top 40 passage. They were the primary 

female Korean gathering and third Korean 

demonstration by and large to arrive at the top 40. In 

October 2018, the gathering endorsed with Interscope 

Records in a worldwide association with YG 

Entertainment; they were to be addressed by 

Interscope and Universal Music Group outside of 

Asia. In November 2018, Blackpink reported extra 

event dates for their In Your Area World Tour, which 

covered thirteen dates across Asia from January to 

March 2019. 

 Jennie made her performance debut with her single 

"Solo" at Blackpink's Seoul show on November 11; 

both the tune and its authority music video were 

delivered the accompanying day. Their first Japanese 

studio collection, Blackpink in Your Area, was made 

accessible carefully on November 23 and actually on 

December 5. The collection included Japanese 

adaptations of their past releases as a whole and 

appeared at number nine on the Oricon Albums Chart, 

selling an expected 13,000 duplicates in its first week. 

Four individuals from Blackpink sit on the edge of the 

stage, waving at fans Blackpink at the 33rd Golden 

Disk Awards Blackpink made their American 

presentation at the Universal Music Group's 2019 

Grammy Artist Showcase, a welcome just occasion at 

the ROW in Downtown Los Angeles on February 9, 

2019. The gathering accordingly showed up on a few 

American TV programs, incorporating The Late Show 

with Stephen Colbert and Good Morning America. 

That March, they turned into the very first K-pop 

young lady gathering to cover Billboard magazine. 

Blackpink's third expanded play, Kill This Love, was 

delivered on April 5, 2019, close by a solitary of the 

equivalent name. Kill This Love appeared at number 

24 on the Billboard 200, while the lead single arrived 

at number 41 on the Hot 100, turning into the most 

noteworthy graphing discharges by a female Korean 

follow up on the two significant Billboard charts. "Kill 

This Love" positioned at number 66 on Billboard's 

rundown of the 100 Best Songs of 2019. The melody 

"Perpetually Young", delivered as a B-side from the 

EP Square Up (2018), outperformed 2.5 million 

downloads in December 2019, making it the 

gathering's fifth tune generally speaking and their 

second to accomplish a platinum confirmation for 

downloads from the Korea Music Content 

Association, after "Ddu-Du Ddu-Du". 

The gathering's Coachella set was generally welcomed 

by the two pundits and fans the same, with Gab 

Ginsberg of Billboard calling the show "zapping" and 

"unforgettable". On October 16, 2019, a Japanese form 

of Kill This Love was delivered to the Japanese 

market, cresting at number 17 on the Oricon Albums 

Chart. The gathering left to Japan for an assortment of 

special exercises, remembering appearances for 

Japanese music TV programs TV Asahi's Music 

Station and Fuji TV's Love Music. Blackpink were 

casted a ballot PAPER magazine's K-pop Sensation of 

the Year for the 2019 version of their yearly Break the 

Internet Awards™ list. 

On April 22, it was affirmed the gathering would be 

working with Lady Gaga on her 6th studio collection, 

Chromatica. Their joint effort, "Harsh Candy", was 

delivered as a limited time single on May 28, 2020. On 

the Billboard Hot 100, the melody appeared at number 

33, giving Blackpink their first top 40 hit and turning 

into the gathering's most elevated outlining tune in the 

United States at that point, just as the most elevated 

diagramming tune by a K-pop young lady bunch. In 

Australia, the tune appeared at number eight, turning 

into Blackpink's most noteworthy outlining hit in the 

country. It was likewise their first top-twenty single in 

the UK, appearing at number 17. 

On May 18, YG Entertainment reported the gathering 

would deliver a pre-discharge single in June, trailed by 

an extra single delivery among July and August, to 

advance their first Korean studio album. On June 2, 

YG Entertainment affirmed that after the arrival of the 

studio collection, individuals Rosé, Lisa, and Jisoo 

would deliver individual undertakings, with Rosé's 

coming first. Amidst the gathering's rebound 

arrangements, YG Entertainment delivered an 

introduction of Blackpink's most current unscripted 

TV drama, 24/365 with Blackpink, on June 13, in front 
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of its dispatch on YouTube. The show archives their 

2020 rebounds close by sharing their regular routines 

through vlogs. The single "How You Like That" was 

intensely prodded via online media leading the pack 

up to its advanced delivery on June 26. It appeared at 

number 12 on the Gaon Digital Chart with only one 

day and 16 hours of following and topped at number 

one on the Gaon Digital, Download, and Streaming 

graphs in its second week. "How You Like That" 

turned into Blackpink's fifth melody to diagram on the 

Billboard Hot 100 (cresting at number 33), and its 

music video broke five Guinness World Records. The 

tune positioned first in YouTube Music's Global Top 

10 Songs of Summer 2020 and won Song of Summer 

at the 2020 MTV Video Music Awards, making 

Blackpink the principal Korean female demonstration 

to succeed at the honour show. On July 23, YG 

Entertainment reported that a subsequent single, 

"Frozen yogurt", with American vocalist Selena 

Gomez, would be delivered on August 28. "Frozen 

yogurt" appeared and topped at number 13 on the 

Billboard Hot 100, making it Blackpink's most 

elevated outlining tune on the chart. Its introduction at 

number 39 in the United Kingdom, made Blackpink 

the Korean craftsman with the most top-40 hits (five) 

around there at the time.  

Blackpink delivered their first Korean studio 

collection, The Album, on October 2, 2020, with 

"Infatuated Girls" as its third and principle single. 

Leading up to the selective video debut of their music 

video for "Infatuated Girls", Blackpink showed up on 

You tube’s new unique music show Released as its 

originally highlighted craftsman, which 

notwithstanding "unfiltered access" snapshots of the 

group. The Album crested at number two on the 

Billboard 200 and the UK Album Chart, making 

Blackpink the most noteworthy graphing Korean 

female follow up on each chart. The collection 

additionally set a first-week collection deals record for 

a Korean young lady bunch, with 590,000 duplicates 

sold in only one day after the actual collection's 

release. Blackpink turned into the very first million-

selling K-pop young lady bunch with The Album, 

selling roughly 1.2 million duplicates in under one 

month after release. Blackpink performed "Infatuated 

Girls" on Good Morning America and Jimmy Kimmel 

Live! in the United States on October 21. 

The gathering's first narrative film, Blackpink: Light 

Up the Sky, debuted on Netflix on October 14, 2020, 

and covered the a long time since the gathering's 

introduction in 2016. The narrative included film from 

their preparation days, checks out their home lives, in 

the background stories and meetings with the 

individuals, just as brief looks into the creation of The 

Album. The business achievement of The Album, 

joined with the gathering's Netflix narrative, brought 

about Blackpink beating Bloomberg's Pop Star Power 

Ranking for the long stretch of October; they are the 

primary Korean craftsman to top the positioning since 

its commencement in April of that year. 

On December 2, Blackpink reported their coordinated 

effort with YouTube Music for their first livestream 

show. The live occasion, named "The Show", was at 

first set to occur on December 27, 2020, yet was 

rescheduled to January 31, 2021, due to new COVID-

19 pandemic guidelines presented in South Korea. The 

show highlighted the very first live exhibitions of a 

few melodies from The Album, just as of Rosé's tune 

"Gone" from her first performance single collection 

R.[131] More than 280,000 individuals bought 

enrolments to get to the show. On June 2, 2021, 

Universal Music Japan declared that the gathering 

would deliver a Japanese rendition of The Album on 

August 3, 2021. The delivery included Japanese 

adaptations for four out of the eight tracks—"How 

You Like That", "Pretty Savage", "Infatuated Girls", 

and "No one can say for sure"— and came in 12 

distinctive actual releases.  

 


